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Weekly  
Highlights

Polished markets cautious. 
Cutters offering lower prices 

buy high-priced rough in or-
der to maintain next year’s 
sight allocations. Liquidity sit-

by China’s restrictions on 
money transfers. Large turn-
out at Israel Diamond Week 
in NY. De Beers Nov. sight es-
timated at $550M with some 

nearly triples to $42M. So-
theby’s Geneva sells $95.8M 
(90% by lot) with Graff buy-
ing pair of oval, 20.05ct. 
and 20.06ct. D, IF, diamond 
earrings for $7.1M ($178,188/
ct.). Christie’s Geneva sells 
$150M (89% by lot) as Graff 
buys pear, 6.95ct., fancy vivid 
blue, SI2 and pear, 6.79ct., 
fancy pink, VS2 ear pendants 

for $15.8M.  

Honest Grading
By Martin Rapaport

I s it okay to sell a diamond as a G color when the color is really an N? 
How about if the G is really an L? Shockingly, a lot of the people in the 
diamond trade think that it’s perfectly okay to use third-party diamond 

grading reports to overstate the color and clarity of the diamonds they sell. 

Diamond grading reports labeled EGL International (EGLI) commonly use 
Gemological Institute of America (GIA) terminology to describe diamonds 
as four or more color/clarity combination grades higher than what the GIA 
would give the same stones. Overgrading has become institutionalized. 
Hundreds of thousands of diamonds worth billions of dollars have been 
sold to consumers with overgraded reports in the past few years.

Remarkably, the dealers selling overgraded reports are not ashamed of 
their actions. Some buy diamonds with GIA grading reports conditioned 

overgraded reports. After all, it’s easier to sell an EGLI G at a low price 
than a GIA G at a much higher price. It’s also easier to sell an EGLI G at the 
same price as a GIA K color. Consumers don’t understand the nuances of 
color grading or the differences between GIA and EGLI reports, but they 
can certainly tell the 74 percent difference in cost from $4,200 to $7,300 
for a 1-carat SI1 diamond. From dealers to retailers, an entire industry has 
emerged based on overgrading.

 
for the unethical behavior are often just as crooked as the sellers themselves.  

diamond quality to hundreds of thousands of consumers are clear. The  
damage to the diamond industry by the establishment, acceptance and 
support of a culture that promotes systematic misrepresentation of 

Overgrading is not just a legal issue, it is an ethical 
issue facing the diamond and retail industry.

®
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preferential grading results, blank grading reports 
and can even provide labs with suggestions of what 
the color and clarity should be. With all due respect 
to the good EGLs, this hodgepodge mixed brand of 
good, not good and who-knows-what labs is entirely 
unacceptable.

An even greater problem is the way branding works. 
EGLI gets a free ride on EGL USA’s branding. The more 
EGL USA promotes its brand as a good laboratory, the 
more opportunities there are for unethical jewelers to 
mislead consumers with EGLI reports. EGLI would not 
be as large and successful as it is in the U.S. today 
without EGL USA’s better reputation.

We have to ask how many consumers have been 
sold overgraded EGLI reports due to EGL USA? Do 
the good EGLs share responsibility for supporting the 
overgrading EGLs? In my view, it is time for the good 
EGLs to stop aiding and abetting the not-good EGLs 
with their brand confusion. The ethical thing for the 
good EGLs to do is to change their name. 

Finally, let us consider the confusion that consumers are 
being subjected to. First, they must confront multiple 
grading standards. One lab’s G color is another’s N 
color. But that’s not enough. Let’s also confuse them 
with the brand name of laboratories all under the same 
EGL name but using different standards. A consumer 
doesn’t know the difference between EGLI, EGL USA 
and EGL Turkey. Buying diamonds should not be like 

Rapaport policy is to not work with overgrading 
laboratories and work with good laboratories. RapNet 
lists GIA, AGS, HRD, IGI and other grading reports that 
we believe meet our good laboratory description. In 
the case of GIA and HRD, we operate take-in windows 
that assist clients in obtaining their reports. 

We recognize that some EGL grading reports are more 
consistent with GIA grading standards than others.  

The problem with EGL is that the brand is out of control, 
lacking any common ownership or standards. There is 
great confusion and inconsistency among the various 
EGL laboratory standards and reports. Every EGL 
does what it wants with different yet similarly named 
grading reports scattered across the globe. EGLI is an 
overgrading laboratory while EGL USA subscribes to 
GIA standards and claims not to overgrade. Yet they 
both carry the EGL brand name.

A huge problem is that each EGL laboratory promotes 
its brand name under the same EGL banner. They all 
tell the world they are good labs, while some clearly 
are not. Consumers, jewelers and even dealers cannot 
be expected to tell the difference between the 
grading standards of EGL International, EGL Israel, EGL 
USA, EGL Hong Kong, EGL China, EGL India, EGL Israel, 
EGL Turkey, EGL Canada, EGL Miami, EGL Platinum 
and EGL Antwerp. Furthermore, new EGLs pop up 
like mushrooms, some of which have outrageous 
standards or even no standards at all. All of this amid 
reports that some clients at some EGLs get highly 

GIA Grading System Background:

When was the Gemological Institute of America (GIA) created? Who created it? And why?

GIA was created in 1931 by Robert M. Shipley, Sr. to “professionalize the jewelry trade through education.” 
Through his personal experience in the jewelry business, Shipley realized how little he actually knew about 
gems. He got the idea for GIA after enrolling in correspondence courses at Britain’s National Association of 
Goldsmiths while studying in Europe and decided to bring that same type of education back to the states.  

What about the American Gem Society (AGS)?

The AGS was also founded by Shipley in 1934 as a professional guild of knowledgeable jewelers. The goal of the 
AGS was to create an organization that could help protect consumers from fraud and false advertising. 

When was the GIA diamond grading system created? And who created it?

invention of the “Diamond Eye Loupe,” “Polariscope” and “DiamondScope” between 1934 and 1937 was so 
revolutionary. 

Richard Liddicoat created the GIA diamond grading system in 1953, though he had been working on the 
system as early as the 1940s and was using it as a teaching tool at the GIA. 

He introduced the International Diamond Grading System™, based on Robert Shipley, Sr.’s 4Cs — color, cut, 
clarity and carat weight. Until then there had not been a universal, objective standard of measurement in place 
for grading diamonds. Due to the inconsistency of descriptions used, dealers would often disagree among 

that dealers could agree on. 

Liddicoat used the letters D-Z to describe color, with D as a starting point, because prior to the creation of the 
grading system dealers were using A, AA, AAA to describe color and “A” had become misused and tarnished. 
He wanted a fresh perspective and starting point.
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United States: There was busy activity at the New York Diamond Dealers Club during 
Israel Diamond Week, with the large number of participants appeared more focused on 
building long-term supplier-buyer relationships than on closing immediate deals. There 
remains a lot of inventory on the market and buying is relatively sluggish for this time 

1-carat to 1.50-carat, G-L, SI diamonds and stable demand for 0.25-carat to 0.60-carat, 
H-L, SI-I2 goods. Dealers at the Israel Week noted that there was relatively weak demand 

interest for pinks and blues and some buyers for commercial-quality yellow diamonds. 
Expectations for the holiday season are cautiously upbeat.  

Belgium: Sentiment in Antwerp is weak as suppliers continue to hold large inventories. 
Activity was slow this week with trading predominantly between locals. There is some 
demand for 1-carat to 2-carat, D-I, SI diamonds, and stable demand for goods larger 
than 3 carats. The market for commercial-quality fancy shapes is slow. European 
consumer demand is being driven by the high end as the middle class is waiting for 
Christmas promotions to set in. The trade is fairly optimistic for the holiday season with 
expectations that fourth quarter consumer demand will spur strong trading at the start 
of 2015. Rough buying is stable although dealers and manufacturers are complaining 
about high prices.        

Hong Kong: Trading has improved slightly but remains slow. Diamond demand from 
retailers is relatively weak but expectations are rising for the upcoming holiday season. 
Buyers are still cautious given the ongoing market volatility and tight liquidity. There is 
stable demand for Gemological Institute of America dossiers but demand for 1-carat 
to 2-carat goods is weak due to uncertainty caused by inconsistent pricing by dealers. 
There is good demand for 4-carat and larger, G-L, VS-SI diamonds. Dealers and 
manufacturers are facing added pressure on liquidity as money transfers from China 

on payments.          

India: The market has returned to normal operations following the Diwali break and 
trading is slowly picking up. Overseas buyers have returned as well, notably diamantaires 
from Israel looking for goods to satisfy U.S. holiday demand. Suppliers continue to face 
tight liquidity and are offering higher discounts, particularly for cash deals. Despite 

build inventory. Demand for 0.30-carat to 0.40-carat and 1-carat diamonds has slowed. 
There is good demand for 0.50-carat to 0.70-carat, H-J, VS-SI goods and for 1-carat to 
1.50-carat, G-I, VS-SI stones. In fancy shapes, demand for princess shapes is softening, 
but pears, marquise and oval shapes are moving well. Manufacturers note high rough 

Israel: The market is quiet in Ramat Gan. Demand for big stones is stable but overall 
activity is slow and liquidity is tight. Many dealers traveled to the U.S. to participate in 
the Israel Diamond Week in New York and were encouraged by the busy activity on the 

VS-SI diamonds, and steady demand for high-end large stones. 
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